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Hepatitis C is a virus that attacks your liver. The
liver is a vital organ for our body. If it's sick, it

can't function properly.

Yes you can !  Recover now from
hepatitis C !

Often, you experience few or no symptoms. If not
treated quickly, this disease can have serious

consequences for your health.

Hepatitis C is transmitted by blood-to-blood
contact. For the virus to pass from one body
to another, there must be an "entry point"

in the body (a needle injection site, a sexual
organ, etc.), via the blood.

To avoid contamination, do not use other
people's equipment (for hygiene, tattooing,
drug use, etc.) and avoid unprotected sex.

On the other hand, you can live with or kiss
someone, shake hands or share a glass of

water or food without risk.

To protect yourself, use your own or new
equipment and condoms during sexual

relations (especially anal).
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Version anglais

Yes you can !  Recover now from
hepatitis C !

To find out if you're ill, you need to be
tested. This is done by taking a blood

sample. The blood test will tell us if you
have ever been in contact with the virus.

If this is the case, you will need to undergo
further tests to find out if you are currently

ill. These tests are not very painful.

Today, there is a highly effective
treatment with few side effects, in tablet

form, to be taken every day for 2 to 3
months. Take all the tablets and at the
same time every day to increase your

chances of recovery.

You can take the treatment even if you
take drugs or alcohol.

Once cured, it is possible to be
recontaminated. So protect yourself and ask a
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